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CAPR – who are we ? Climate Action Powell River Society, established in 2014, is a non-profit
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Climate Action Powell River acknowledges the traditional territory of the Tla'Amin Nation with deep
respect and gratitude. The declaration from the Constitution of the Tla'amin Nation exemplifies the
common interest we share in addressing the climate emergency. We are together deeply committed to
collaboration and learning.

The CAPR-icorner –
CAPR’s Climate
Action Editorial
Welcome to the second issue of CAPR-icorn.
This newsletter is becoming more of a
journal as it evolves in length and scope. Our
intention is that it becomes our community’s
principal forum for the dialogue that makes
qathet a leader in the transition to a low
carbon society and economy. I say that
realizing that for many who will read these
columns this is a new way of speaking and
thinking. For others who have followed the
CAPR-icorn

ups and downs and the ins and outs of this
extremely complex social change some of
the content won’t surprise or enlighten all
that much, but bare with us, because the
intent is that we tackle this challenge
together and there is no way to do that if we
don’t talk about it.
So, you will find a variety of voices here, all
local people who have ideas and experiences
relating to the defeat of the climate
emergency. I use that word and the italics
with great purpose and urgency, because
what is at stake here is nothing less than the
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foundation of life on our planet. Each writer
on these pages is speaking to that reality
from different angles, but with the same
urgency. From the Brooks student relating
the history of the environmental club during
the pandemic and the ways they carried on
this dialogue among their peers, to the
underrated poet, to the glaciologist and the
city planner. They all have important things
to say and someday you could quite well see
your own words in print here. You have ideas
and you have a place in this dynamic
transition. We all do.
“Intersectionality” is a new buzz word that
you may have come across. In this context it
suggests the connectivity of all the social
issues we face today as a country, a people,
a world. Climate action does not stand alone
as a problem to be solved by technology or
in isolation in any way. Social justice, the end
of systemic racism, reconciliation, fair
housing, food security, environmental
regeneration, gender equity, equality,
inclusion and diversity are just some of the
fabric of our existential environment, all of
which must be met intelligently and
effectively if we are to preserve a semblance
of a sane and healthy world.
The big question right now may be how to
engage with this complex problem in a hectic
world that is reaching its limits, still
recovering from a pandemic and possibly
entering a worldwide recession. It is easy to
view this all as one big threat. Yet there are
others who point to the opportunities and
they are many when we can overcome our
fear long enough to see them and consider
how they have already been proven and are
being worked on. And to act, you might take
a shovel and dig up your lawn! It is summer
and a good time to start your urban farm, but
that is just one useful and meaningful
avenue of climate action. You may not have
CAPR-icorn

a lawn so your relevant activity will look
entirely different. How about leaving the car
home and walking more? Or trying a new
plant-based recipe or buying less packaged
foods or reading this journal. Likely it is an
extension of what you are already doing, a
service you already provide or used to do.
This is the mosaic of climate action. It
matters what we do and how we tell the
stories. Thank you for taking the time to read
this issue. It may take more than one sitting,
but there is a lot of worthwhile reading here.
And thanks to the Tla’Amin Nation for the
privilege of living on their traditional land
and sharing the responsibility we have to
heal ourselves and our world. Somehow it
isn’t a coincidence that this journal is being
published on National Aboriginal People’s
Day, the longest day of the year. Take care
everyone.
Jack Anderson
CAPR President

Mail
A message from Greta Thunberg, age 16,
during the 2019 World Economic Forum…
Our house is on fire. I am here to say, our
house is on fire. According to the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change,
IPCC, we are less than 12 years away from
not being able to undo our mistakes. In that
time, unprecedented changes in all aspects
of society need to have taken place,
including a reduction of our CO2 emissions
by at least 50%.
And please note that those numbers do not
include the aspect of equity, which is
absolutely necessary to make the Paris
Agreement work on a global scale. Nor does
it include tipping points or feedback loops
like the extremely powerful methane gas
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released from
permafrost.

the

thawing

Arctic

Or we can continue with our business as
usual and fail. That is up to you and me.
GT

At places like Davos, people like to tell
success stories. But their financial success
has come with an unthinkable price tag. And
on climate change, we have to acknowledge
we have failed. All political movements in
their present form have done so, and the
media has failed to create broad public
awareness.
But Homo sapiens have not yet failed. Yes,
we are failing, but there is still time to turn
everything around. We can still fix this. We
still have everything in our own hands. But
unless we recognise the overall failures of
our current systems, we most probably don’t
stand a chance.
We are facing a disaster of unspoken
sufferings for enormous amounts of people.
And now is not the time for speaking politely
or focusing on what we can or cannot say.
Now is the time to speak clearly.
Solving the climate crisis is the greatest and
most complex challenge that Homo sapiens
have ever faced. The main solution,
however, is so simple that even a small child
can understand it. We have to stop our
emissions of greenhouse gases. Either we do
that or we don’t.
You say nothing in life is black or white. But
that is a lie. A very dangerous lie. Either we
prevent 1.5° C of warming or we don’t. Either
we choose to go on as a civilisation or we
don’t. That is as black or white as it gets.
There are no grey areas when it comes to
survival.
We all have a choice. We can create
transformational action that will safeguard
the living conditions for future generations.
CAPR-icorn
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CAPR projects
CAPR’s DITCH THE LAWN CHALLENGE 2021
and …

pesticides. In the last 30 years, we have lost
75% of our total flying insect biomass. It is
estimated that 80% of wild plants depend on
insects for pollination while 60% of birds rely
on insects as a food
source.
The
Butterflyway
Project aims to provide
food and shelter across
our region by creating
pollinator patches. So
far, several pollinator patches have been
created on public and private land.

By Elena Martin

Lawns belong to the most grown
monocultures in North America. Grown for
aesthetic purpose, they account for habitat
loss, require millions of pounds of pesticides
and cost billions of dollars to maintain.
Additionally, they use up fossil fuels with
heavy
equipment
for
care
and
transportation and affect the water quality.
In summary, perfectly manicured lawns are
terrible for the environment. There are many
alternatives to grass for your yard that could
help the environment while also saving time
and money.
In 2017, the David Suzuki Foundation
launched The Butterflyway Project, a Canada
wide citizen-led movement aiming to grow
new habitats for pollinators. For the first
time, Powell River region has joined this
sustainability movement with 10 volunteer
Butterflyway Rangers creating habitats for
native bees and other insects.
Wild pollinators such as butterflies and bees
are crucial to human survival. We are
compromising their habitat and food
sources, for example, by increasing the
global temperature, taking land for
development and applying widespread
CAPR-icorn

On Texada Island, a pollinator project was
introduced at the Texada Elementary school
with the generous participation of The
Flower and the Bee, who offered a highquality blend of native wildflower seeds to
the students.
Another Ranger approached her “Lang Bay
Friends'' with the idea of diversifying their
community garden, making it more
amenable to pollinators. The volunteer crew
around John Jacobs add more varieties of
native plants as food sources for pollinators
and habitats to lay their eggs.
After reaching out to the City of Powell River,
two other Rangers have been kindly allowed
to start a pollinator patch in Cranberry.
Springtime Nursery was incredibly generous
and donated the soil and the wildflower
seeds. The Cranberry liquor store staff
offered to water it and a lot of neighbors
already gifted more seeds and perennials.
To increase pollinator habitat in our qathet
region, we are challenging you to ditch lawn
space for pollinators! Join our local
Butterflyway Rangers by converting an area
of your lawn by planting pollinator-friendly,
non-invasive plants, preferably native for
native bees and insects.
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Join our challenge; you could win a
community cookbook “Powell River Cooks”.
Here is what you do:
1. Find a spot in your yard (big or small, size
doesn’t matter) which is a generic,
boring lawn area and ditch it.
2. Take a “before” picture of the lawn area
you want to ditch
3. Turn the lawn into an insect-friendly
paradise preferable with native plants,
vegetables and fruits
4. Document with an “after” picture and
send
both
pictures
to
climateactionpr@gmail.com with the
subject line “CAPR’s Ditch the lawn
challenge” to enter the draw. Deadline
is August 31st 2021.
5. If you don’t have a lawn area, a potted
pollinator spot on a balcony or window
sill counts as well.
6. We will announce the winner in our next
newsletter at the end of September.
Even small fragments of habitat make a
difference and count as biodiversity action.
The key is to plant a diversity of plants that
flower at different times of the year and
create a season-long feast.

qathet Climate
Action Calendar
June 25 – qathet’s Biodiversity Mapping
Project. Come out to AH JOO MIEXW
(Willingdon Beach) to learn about forests
and wave some signs. Starts at 4 PM:
www.qathetoldgrowth.ca
Autumn TBA – CAPR Annual General
Meeting coming in the Fall. We welcome
new members to join our active, dedicated
and fun group. Stay tuned.

The climate crisis does not support perfectly
manicured lawns for aesthetic purposes. We
can’t eat these manicured lawns. Of course,
it is worth to keep some open space for your
kids and grandkids to play on your lawn and
use it for sports and games. But please, don’t
apply chemicals like pesticides and do not
water your grass in the hot months. Instead
let nature take its course throughout the
summer.
EM

CAPR-icorn
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Let’s Do This –
Climate Stewardship
Tools
A CALL TO ACTION – THE ANATOMY OF
INACTION
By Arlette Raaen
I’ve been a climate supporter for a long time,
but officially a climate activist for just a short
time, which basically means that I
contributed where I could, by recycling,
making dietary changes, repurposing things
and generally being mindful about my
carbon footprint without actually knowing
what it was or what difference my
contributions were making. Since the
pandemic hit, I’ve become more engaged in
developing my own sense of climate
awareness – trying to sort out for myself
where to even begin.
I’m joining a social movement that I wish
didn’t exist - and at the same time trying to
convince myself that we are moving past
this, that we are transitioning now into a fullon, no holds barred response to the global
climate crisis. Much of my hope comes from
The People’s Climate Vote, which included
50 countries and 1.2 million responses, the
largest survey ever on climate. The results
confirmed that 64% of people in the world
and 75% of Canadians think we are in the
midst of a climate crisis.
I think optimistically, that where we now find
resistance and denial, we will soon find a
very different situation, where one of our
greatest challenges and opportunities will be
keeping up with the advances made to
mitigate climate change. I hope I’m right.
I don’t know how residents in Powell River
compare to the global or Canadian
CAPR-icorn

population exactly, but I am going to assume
for the moment that we fall somewhere in
the same range; that 64 to 75 percent of us
think that a climate crisis is underway. Since
it is easier to change things here at home
than around the planet I look to the areas of
transport, food consumption patterns and
energy use in housing as the three main
opportunities we individually have to impact
our community-wide carbon footprint.
Unfortunately, we don’t have consistent
data at the community level.
As I understand it, a baseline methodology
was established in 2006 by the province but
the program was dropped in 2012. Since
then, communities have been scrambling to
find ways to report on emissions. A key
figure is the tonnes of carbon dioxide (C0₂)
generated per person annually. The data we
have indicates that emission levels are
increasing, and that our reduction targets
are getting further out of reach. There is
debate about the data in general because of
variability in tracking methods. However, in
the absence of data that shows
improvement in per capita emission levels, I
feel compelled to accept the fact that we are
losing ground.
The most conservative estimate is taken
from the Corporate and Community
Greenhouse Gas Emission Reduction Targets
Update prepared by Anastasia Lukyanova,
Sustainability Planner for the City of Powell
River in January, 2020 (link below).
According to the City data, annual per capita
emissions have increased from 3.8 tonnes in
2007 to 4 tonnes in 2018. Considering that
the world average is about 5 tonnes and that
wealthier nations such as Canada are
producing much higher levels of carbon, I
find it unlikely that 4 tonnes is accurate. By
the way, the worldwide target to combat
climate change is 2 tonnes.
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In contrast, Climate Action Powell River lead
an assessment funded by the City of Powell
River in 2018 and published the ‘Ecocity
Footprint Report’, an ecological and carbon
footprint analysis for achieving one planet
living. Using a more comprehensive model
the per capita annual carbon footprint for
Powell River was found to be 7 tonnes.
Regardless of which data we use the call to
action is clear.
Humans are more inclined to believe
information that is presented in a
positive way, something that appeals
to our ‘emotional brain’ and that
motivates us to think about climate
change in a more personal and
relatable way.

The qathet region exists within a beautiful
natural habitat. Collectively, we place great
value on the quality of life this affords us. I
do think the majority of residents are ready
and willing to contribute. Being able to
measure our progress is important, but
ultimately, having a healthy environment in
which to live will be the true gain, especially
for future generations.
I’ve been thinking about the psychology
behind climate action, since it seems that
our response has been lacking. Thomas
Huebl calls this the ‘anatomy of inaction,’
suggesting that collective trauma is affecting
our ability to act. He sees trauma and the
climate as inherently interwoven and points
to climate education that is informed by an
understanding of trauma as a way forward.
It seems that when we are traumatized, the
flow of information is blocked, at least
partially, and the more information flow we
can generate, the greater will be our capacity
for adaptation.

Climate Change; Facilitating Change for
Societal Transformation. His idea is that as
individuals we have significant control over
our habits in terms of transportation,
heating and diet, and that individuals’
behaviours are essential to meeting our
climate targets. Arcanjo agrees with Huebl
that climate education is key and goes on to
outline some of the reasons we as
individuals don’t respond to the climate
crisis, saying that we have a probability bias
in which we underestimate the chances of
negative events happening. He references a
UCLA study which found that as the depth
and accuracy of climate science has
increased, the level of concern in rich
Western democracies has fallen. Even with
more information, the appropriate level of
concern is thwarted by barriers to climate
action,
including;
distance,
doom,
dissonance, and denial.
Distance in terms of the proximity and time
to the effects of climate change, the
doomsday-like framing of climate change,
the disparity between doing what we know
we should and the reality of our everyday
actions (our dissonance). One of the
difficulties in recent years has been the
amount of information and misinformation
we receive. It makes it difficult to sort
through, to decide what to really believe. I
often ask for help with this. I want to be open
minded; I think there is some truth in most
perspectives, and at the very least I want to
understand what the thinking is behind
beliefs that I may disagree with. I would like
to think that we can find more common
ground that way. But it is a big job to sort it
all out at times – and it may be more
comfortable to slide into denial – but that
option is diminishing as the evidence
mounts.

Marcus Arcanjo recently published in The
Climate Institute an article - Individuals and
CAPR-icorn
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The upshot of all of this is that climate action
campaigns that appeal to people’s values,
while building a sense of confidence in their
ability to take action are needed. Humans
are more inclined to believe information that
is presented in a positive way, something
that appeals to our ‘emotional brain’ and
that motivates us to think about climate
change in a more personal and relatable
way. By cultivating positive emotions
associated with climate actions rather than
negative emotions we can begin to make the
changes we need – and this includes social
justice.

https://thomashuebl.com/the-anatomy-ofinaction-climate-complexity-change
https://climate.org/individuals-and-climatechange-facilitating-behavior-change-forsocietal-transformation/
https://commons.bcit.ca/ecocitycentre
AR

CO2 and Other
Garbage

I think optimistically, that where we
now find resistance and denial, we
will soon find a very different
situation, where one of our greatest
challenges and opportunities will be
keeping up with the advances made
to mitigate climate change.

By Mike Demuth, P.Eng., P.Geo.
Research Geoscientist

I was inspired by a recent BCIT Ecocity Centre
webinar on Engaging Stakeholders on
Consumption- based Sustainability Metrics,
which showcased a positive ‘lighter living’
approach. The District of Saanich is a distinct
leader – an example of one of the many
excellent resources available to us and a
community that is closing in on their climate
target.
The big take-away for me personally in this
initiation to climate activism is the
realization that if I do this, it may help. If it
turns out that the climate emergency is
easily resolved, I hope that I will have at least
enjoyed the experience. But, if I don’t
respond, and it isn’t easily resolved, how can
I face my grandchildren? To me, there is no
other choice but to take it seriously and to
engage with passion - to learn and hopefully,
to make a difference. I would rather be a fool
for acting, than a fool for not, when the
stakes are so high.
CAPR-icorn

https://powellriver.civicweb.net/FileStorag
e/01884716EDCF456E991B33DF66DEC741REPORT%20

In this installment of CO2 and Other Garbage
we’ll be introducing you to another powerful
greenhouse gas: methane. But first let’s see
where we are at as it concerns those
important CO2 levels from our dedicated
observers at the NOAA Mauna Loa
Observatory.
We are up 2.8 ppm from Summer Solstice
last year, but if
you check out
the details with
2
the thumbnail
419.2 ppm
link and the
June 20, ,2021
figures herein,
416.4 ppm
what’s
most
notable is that
June 20, 2020
we have started
bumping up into and slightly beyond the 420
ppm value. The significance of this is quite
simple and quite unsettling – we are now
about half way to a doubling of the CO2
concentration from pre-industrial levels (278
ppm), i.e. 556 ppm.
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continuing emissions are required
just to keep its abundance in the
atmosphere constant. In contrast,
atmospheric CO2 can dissolve in
water and it can be turned through
photosynthesis in plants into wood
and other organic matter. However,
these transfers are not permanent
because the carbon can, and in fact
does, come back again as CO2. In the
oceans an equilibrium develops in
which as much CO2 leaves the oceans
as enters it. In plants and soils a
steady state develops in which the
rate of photosynthesis equals the rate
of oxidation of carbon back to CO2
through respiration by living
organisms and by fires. We ourselves
are a part of that process as we
exhale in our breath high levels of
CO2. It has been produced in our cells,
and in our intestines by microbes
digesting food that gives us the
energy needed to live. We also burn
forests. The atmosphere, oceans, and
terrestrial biosphere act like one
interconnected reservoir from which
the carbon does not disappear in any
practical sense. Only rock weathering
and formation can do that, but those
are tiny trickles in comparison.
Therefore, CO2 from fossil fuel
burning can only increase the total
carbon amount in this reservoir.

Daily (black points), weekly (short, red lines) and
monthly (long, blue lines) CO2 averages at MLO for the
last year. For details, click the figure or head here:
(https://gml.noaa.gov/ccgg/trends/weekly.html)

Since Spring has sprung, all that new and
growing vegetation we talked about in our
last issue is scavenging CO2 , however, the
Keeling Curve keeps telling us the overall
story.

Monthly mean CO2 concentration (ppm), Mauna Loa
Observatory, 1958 - 2021 (www.scrippsco2.ucsd.edu/
and www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/ccgg/trends/ )

Before we get to talking about methane,
take in these words from the folks at NOAA’s
Global Monitoring Laboratory:
There
is
no
photochemical
destruction of atmospheric CO2 like
there is for many other gases,
methane for example in which case
CAPR-icorn

So, let’s get into methane or CH4 , the
molecule. It is comprised of a single carbon
atom bonded to four hydrogen atoms. It is
the smallest hydrocarbon, and, as a gas, is
lighter than air. When used as a fuel, natural
gas (70-95% methane) is considered “cleanburning” when completely combusted. Of
course, one of the combustion by-products
is CO2, and if incompletely burned, soot and
toxic carbon monoxide are produced.
Recalling from our 2021 Spring Equinox issue
of CAPR-icorn, greenhouse gas (GHG)
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molecules absorb and are energized by the
infra-red radiation attempting to escape our
atmosphere. This is because of the “dipole”
nature of the three-atom GHG as opposed to
the two-atom structure of the abundant
non-GHGs like oxygen and nitrogen.
The ability of each GHG to trap this radiation
is quantified by calculations of its radiative
forcing using complex radiative transfer
code – and in the end, all wrapped up with a
nice bow, quantified as an estimate of the
forcing change given a change in the
concentration of the GHG under
consideration.
Radiative forcing is a useful way to evaluate
the growing warming influence of different
anthropogenic GHGs over time. Once we
introduce you to some additional powerful
greenhouse gases (e.g., nitrous oxide and
CFCs) in subsequent installments of this
column, we’ll dive into how their forcings
have changed with time and how their
collective impact on the radiation balance of
the Earth has changed.
Next, let’s look at the various sources of
methane. According to the 2021 Global
Methane Assessment published by the
United Nations Environment Program, more
than half of global methane emissions are
anthropogenic (human caused) - the result
of activities in three dominant sectors:
Fossil fuels – 35 % (of human caused)
Agriculture – 40 %
Waste management – 20 %
Drilling down into the macro details reveals
that oil and gas extraction, processing and
distribution activities account for 23 %
(includes “leakage”) while coal mining
accounts for 12 % of emissions. For
agriculture, livestock emissions from manure
CAPR-icorn

and intestinal fermentation represent
roughly 32 %; rice cultivation 8 %. The Waste
management value include landfills and
wastewater activities.
Even a small amount of methane
emitted to the atmosphere can undo
some or all of the benefits we think
we’re getting when we substitute
natural gas for coal or oil.
Environmental Defense Fund

A potentially significant “natural” but poorly
understood source of CH4 is that resulting
from the thawing of the permafrost in our
planet’s circumpolar regions.
Pro-tip: permafrost thaws; it does not melt
– kinda’ like the vege
or meat burgers in
your freezer.
The magnitude of this problem cannot be
overstated – that, as permafrost thaws,
additional GHGs are emitted and the
atmosphere warms further, leading to
additional and accelerated thawing and,
subsequently, even more emissions. This is
an example of the positive feedback effect.
And as if the news is not dire enough,
remember that the Earth’s northern and
polar regions are warming at between 2-5
times the rate that we are experiencing here
in the temperate latitudes. A must read for
you is here:
https://www.bbc.com/news/scienceenvironment-56933443

Some have described the thawing of
permafrost and the various related
hydrological and ecological functioning and
carbon cycling processes that follow, as
creating a giant carbon smokestack; that our
circumpolar regions, once considered a
carbon sink, are becoming a significant
carbon source.
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It is critical to understand that both the
concentration of the individual GHG and its
residency time contribute to its Global
Warming Potential (GWP). Before photochemical destruction, CH4 has a residency
time of 12 years, compared to about 100
years for CO2.

Keep your ear to the ground on this one - CO2
gets all the glory, but managing CH4 through
monitoring, policy development and
engineering measures will likely make or
break our near-term efforts to avoid a
climate disaster.

Averaged over 100 years, the GWP of CH4 is
about 25 times larger than that for CO2 ,
however, over say, 20 years, its potency is 84
times larger than CO2 ! And that’s exactly
why dealing with methane now is such an
important strategy towards limiting the
global temperature rise to 1.5 °C.

SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS
As a follow-up to our inaugural Spring
Equinox Issue, please keep up to date, as you
would with your family physician, and check
out the most recent data on Earth System
health:
https://climate.nasa.gov/vitalsigns/carbon-dioxide/

By emitting just a little bit of
methane, mankind is greatly
accelerating the rate of climatic
change.
Steve Hamburg
Chief Scientist
Environmental Defense Fund

A new report by the International Energy
Association (https://www.iea.org/reports/netzero-by-2050) estimates that the oil and gas
industry can achieve a 75% reduction in its
methane emissions issue using technologies
that are available today — two-thirds of it at
no net cost. Further, I would emphasize that
the fate of methane currently locked away in
permafrost environments will require
decisive action on curtailing anthropogenic
GHG emissions generally – work that, for
methane specifically, will be aided by new
monitoring
technologies
including
something called MethaneSat.
MethaneSat’s
onboard
imaging
spectrometer
will
detect
methane
concentrations as low as two parts per
billion, and focus in on areas as small as 100
meters. It is currently under construction
and will be placed in orbit with a Space X
Falcon 9 rocket as early as October 2022.
CAPR-icorn

https://climate.nasa.gov/vitalsigns/sea-level/

https://climate.nasa.gov/scientificconsensus/

DID-YOU-KNOW?
... that each of our country’s economies
occupies some of the planet’s “carbon
space”. This carbon space thing is an
interesting concept. In talking this over with
Jack Anderson, I mentioned that perhaps we
should consider it our imposition on the
atmosphere.
Given the vast disparity between countries
that have contributed to the climate heating
problem versus those that will be most
affected by it, there is growing sentiment in
not only policy arenas but also scientists and
technical specialists being outspoken on the
matter that there should be put in place a
common but differentiated set of
responsibilities as it concerns fulfilling
emission reduction commitments; that
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developed countries must take a
proportionally higher role in the long-term
emission reduction effort.
Recent data published in the journal Earth
Sciences illustrates that the ratio of GHG
emissions per capita per year in developed
countries such as the United States, Canada,
Australia and Germany are far higher than
the world average.
The “ratio” referred to is simply a country’s
emission space per capita relative to that for
all countries. Using data from National GHG
Emission Inventories, the aforementioned
IEA and its Carbon Budget Project and
Carbon Emission Information Analysis
Center, methane emission data from the
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of
the United Nations, and demographic data
from the United Nations Department of
Economic and Social Affairs, the
aforementioned nations exhibited GHG
emissions space ratios anywhere between
14 and three times that for less developed
countries. Notably, the individual ratios for
prominent, but less-developed nations
(Mexico, Brazil, China and India) are below
one.
Let’s face it, the global carbon space is finite,
and “allocating” it or considering a nation’s
contribution to attaining global net zero in a
fair and reasonable manner has to go
beyond simply considering each nation’s
proportion of the global emissions total.
This type of approach is urgently needed and
it’s needed now – right now. You’ve
probably heard of the dual goals of attaining
net carbon neutrality by 2050 and limiting
warming to 1.5 °C. Net neutrality by 2050 is
all the rage and talking points, but please
remind your leaders – that the pathway to
2050 is critical. Continuing high emissions
CAPR-icorn

for a while, say, past 2030, and then
dropping to net zero will still have us warm
to and beyond 1.5 °C beyond pre-industrial
and thereby experience some of the serious
impacts that climate heating has to offer.
The International Energy Agency report
mentioned earlier emphasizes the matter of
our pathway towards carbon neutrality:
The number of countries announcing
pledges to achieve net-zero emissions
over the coming decades continues to
grow.
But
the pledges by
governments to date – even if fully
achieved – fall well short of what is
required to bring global energyrelated carbon dioxide emissions to
net zero by 2050 and give the world
an even chance of limiting the global
temperature rise to 1.5 °C.

MND

The Colander –
Climate Friendly
Nourishment
CONNECTIONS
By Emma Larocque
The health of our planet is deeply connected
to the health of all creatures, including
humans. Investigation into the foods we eat
and how we produce them highlights the
considerable impacts of animal agriculture
including water usage, deforestation,
species extinction, land use, fisheries
depletion, and greenhouse gas emissions.
In recent years the environmental benefits
of a plant-based lifestyle have been
increasingly recognized in the mainstream. It
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is now generally accepted that one of the
most impactful things any individual can do
to help the environment (in all the above
categories) is significantly reduce their
consumption of animal products. See the
EAT-Lancet
Commission
for
recent
information on this.
One of the best things about this connection
is that by increasing the plants in your diet
and decreasing (or eliminating) animal
products you will not only be helping the
planet and living with greater compassion,
but you will also likely improve your own
health outcomes in the process. It’s a perfect
win, win, win!
A well-planned whole foods plant-based way
of eating has been proven to help humans
thrive. This style of eating has the ability to
prevent many common chronic diseases
such as heart disease, type 2 diabetes,
obesity and even some types of cancer. If
you’re interested in more information about
the health benefits of a plant-based lifestyle
the Physician’s Committee for Responsible
Medicine (an international organization with
more than 175,000 members – more than
17,000 of them physicians) is a great place to
start.
Plant-based eating can be a wonderful
adventure, and a way to embrace new foods
and flavours -- and get excited about eating
fresh, healthy, delicious foods! It is the
perfect thing to share with friends and
family, especially since we tend to be as
healthy as the people we spend the most
time with.
This transition is a positive one for the sake
of the environment, other animals, and your
own health, but it’s not always easy in a
world where the consumption of animals
and their products is still the norm. If you
CAPR-icorn

need support or inspiration, consider joining
our local online Plant-Based Eating Support
Network Group. You’ll learn new recipes,
new cooking techniques, how to make the
transition in a way that will optimize your
health, and you’ll become part of a
community with abundant support to make
the process so much more enjoyable. Reach
out
to
Emma
Larocque
at
emma@plantbasedrhn.com or 604-4148399 at any time if you have questions about
how to get involved, or how the group could
be of benefit to you.
EL

It’s Not Rocket
Science – Your
Climate Science
Questions Answered
17 often-asked questions with
some straightforward answers.
by Justin Gilles, New York Times

CLIMATE CHANGE IS COMPLEX. WE’VE GOT
ANSWERS TO YOUR QUESTIONS
Have a climate science question? Submit
them here
Ed.
WEATHER IS WHAT YOU GET
By Mike Demuth, P.Eng., P.Geo.
Research Geoscientist
As it concerns differentiating weather from
climate, there is a not-so-old invocation
espoused by climate scientists and casual
observers of our environment alike …
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Climate is what you expect;
Weather is what you get.

A related concept concerning the difference
between climate change and climate
variability (check out the Spring 2021 CAPRicorn issue for background and some
examples) is something called “stationarity”.
Stationarity, or more specifically statistical
stationarity, is based on data having a wellbehaved variation about an average value.
This data could be, say, a 40-year record of
the day of the year that black bear cubs
emerge from their maternity dens at some
location in northern BC; or data describing
the average August nocturnal air
temperature measured by a citizen scientist
in Cranberry for the past 40 years.
Under stationarity, that average value and
its variability can be used to make
predictions of the likelihood of a future
event and its magnitude. The 100-year flood
level in Grand Forks BC is an example of such
a prognostication that you have likely heard
about.

our coping range; what we are accustomed
to.
The right panel illustrates nonstationarity – variation around a trend. This
regime is characterized by more frequent
and unexpected large/extreme events that
may exceed our coping range.
CAPR-icorn

Under the influence of climate change,
however, simple variability around an
average value is replaced by variation
around a trend; and predictions based on the
notion of stationarity become unreliable and
possibly dangerous.
From a landmark article Stationarity is Dead
– Whither Water Management? published
in the journal Science back in 2008…
Climate change undermines a basic
assumption that historically has
facilitated management of water
supplies, demands, and risks.

Let’s use a simple graph to illustrate
stationarity and non-stationarity. The data
shown below could represent anything that
varies with time – time proceeding from left
to right.
The left panel illustrates the basic properties
of stationarity – a solid average value
surrounded by well-defined variability (SD =
Standard Deviation). In a climate and
weather context, it defines our experience;

Enduring
climate
and
hydrological
conditions beyond our coping range will
require adaptation, but it is likely that the
ability to adapt will be hampered by
something Ian Burton, Emeritus Professor
and Climate Change Adaptation specialist at
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Simon Fraser University, calls the adaptation
deficit - where we fail to recognize that the
behaviour of our climate system and related
services is very quickly heading beyond our
coping range and possibly even our
adaptation capacity.
Whether it is how we might conceive of and
manage forest fire risk in qathet, or predict
water flows coming off of the Sliammon
Creek/Bunster watershed, not recognizing
climate and hydrological non-stationarity
and only relying on the past to predict the
future is a sure-fired way to exceed our
adaptation limits – something those involved
in actuarial science and insuring risk are well
aware of.
To close, there is lots of talk about the new
normal. I believe and fear that this is almost
subduing us into thinking that the worst
impacts of climate heating are inevitable. I
would counter…
The new normal ?
It’s anything but normal !

MND

GETTING UNWRAPPED
By Sheryl McCumsey
See this photo? Take a good look the next

time you go to a beach. I picked up these
little threads of plastic within just one square
meter of a rocky beach that looked clean.

What you don’t see is the smaller pieces.
These are what we call “micro plastics” or
“nanoparticles” that are being consumed
into our bodies at a rate of about 5 grams a
week (about one credit card). Although we
don’t have a clear picture of how this will
impact “our” health; animal studies show
toxicity for lung, liver and brain cells. When
consumed by an animal it travels into the
muscle tissue. YIKES! I can hardly wait until
the next study! We already know about BPA
which is a known endocrine disruptor. The
replacements for this chemical are also
showing to be problematic.
Hey, but do we think about how plastic can
take anywhere from 20 to 500 years to break
down and how fast they are accumulating?
Take an inventory on how much plastic
accumulates in your house in one week per
person and multiply that by 52 then 37.5
million folks. That is approximately how
much plastic waste we create in our homes
in one year. Add that to the plastic used in
hospitals and to manufacture many things.
It adds up to 3.3 million tonnes of plastic
waste per year in Canada. We can all try and
recycle but:
A lot of plastic is not recyclable and ONLY 9%
is actually recycled.

CAPR-icorn
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Now, maybe you think climate change is
something we are impacting OR maybe you
don’t BUT either way too much plastic is a
major problem. Plastic is derived from
petrochemicals and if we measure the
carbon footprint of one 500 ml plastic bottle
fill it up one quarter of the way with oil and
you have a pretty good visual of what the
carbon footprint might be.
The water bottle companies have done an
amazing job of convincing you to buy “their”
water. If you are really concerned about our
water quality apply some pressure about
keeping it clean. Organizations are working
hard on that and need your help. On a
personal basis a good filter is more
economical than bottled water and actually
will do something. Bottled water is a scam
and there is far more plastic in that bottled
water than in your tap! In fact we could say
in general from the studies done there is
twice as much plastic in your bottled water
than in the water coming out of your tap.
Nestle had the largest average concentration
of plastic. This is the same company that
feels the “right to water” should be nonexistent. So besides the general rip-off they
do a number of nasties we could just say no
to. NO I say. No more Nestle for me.
So don’t get depressed as there is way too
much stuff going on to get depressed about!
You can’t. We need you! Just stop ingesting
so much of it! We are exposed to this
through our food, our water and our air.
Start finding all the ways to reduce exposure
and put pressure on every system that is
producing this in the worst and most
wasteful ways. You can do something or you
can do a lot.
So, we could make ourselves a little to do list:
1. Stop buying bottled water and consider
replacing all plastic bottled drinks with
CAPR-icorn

something better (do you need it? Does it come
in glass containers?)
2. Don’t microwave in plastic.
3. Eat more fresh food and less processed food.
4. Avoid all single use plastic and still recycle
others.
5. Vacuum regularly (to reduce inhaling all the
little bits from dust!).
6. Just think about what you are buying! Do you
need it? Is there an alternative? NO coffee pods
(too much packaging)! Buy little brown paper
sleeves and grind your coffee/boil water and
steep!
7. Join or donate to organisations that want to
get rid of single use plastic/removing
plastic/replacing plastic.
8. NOW-some folks un wrap everything and
leave it at the till. Don’t. The person at the till is
already dealing with COVID crabbiness and
doesn’t have the ability to make system changes.
Let’s not make other people miserable BUT do
you still relish the idea of “getting totally
unwrapped”?

Who is in fact responsible to make system
changes? Our Minister of Environment has
the ability to consider policy, should be
looking at this issue and can use our input.
We need more recycling production (i.e.,
jobs) and less plastic!
Write a letter and send a package to:
George Heyman
British Columbia Ministry of Environment
and Climate Change Strategy
525 Superior Street Victoria, British
Columbia, V8V 1T7
Plastic production:
https://quinterecycling.org/plastic-iseverywhere-but-where-does-it-comefrom/#:~:text=Today%20most%20plastics%
20are%20made%20of%20fossil%20fuels.&t
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ext=Crude%20oil%20and%20natural%20gas
%20go%20to%20refinement%20to%20be,t
he%20building%20blocks%20of%20plastics.
Plastic In human tissue:
https://www.theguardian.com/environmen
t/2020/aug/17/microplastic-particlesdiscovered-in-humanorgans#:~:text=Microplastic%20and%20nan
oplastic%20particles%20are,thanks%20to%
20a%20new%20technique.&text=The%20re
searchers%20expect%20to%20find,traces%
20of%20plastic%20in%20tissue
University of Newcastle:
https://d2ouvy59p0dg6k.cloudfront.net/do
wnloads/plastic_ingestion_web_spreads.pd
f
https://www.nationalobserver.com/2021/0
3/09/canada-drowning-plastic-wasterecycling-wont-saveus#:~:text=Canadians%20throw%20away%2
0about%203.3,Only%20nine%20percent%2
0is%20recycled.&text=For%20the%20first%
2050%20years,of%20war%20and%20econo
mic%20strife
https://sciencing.com/best-sciencesubscription-boxes-13763607.html
https://time.com/5581326/plastic-particlesin-bottled-water/

News from our
Climate Action
Partners

SM

Below is information about some of the
organizations and networks that CAPR works
in partnership with – all of us benefiting from
each others’ expertise and supporting each
other through joint efforts and experiences.
Check them out and get involved!!
CAPR-icorn

Welcome to the Powell River General
Hospital Garden.
The Powell River General Hospital Garden is
a new community garden situated on the
Hospital grounds along Joyce Avenue. This
space is intended to be a relaxing and
regenerative place for patients, staff,
visitors, families and the community at large.
Some years ago, local physicians, hospital
staff and community members discussed
how to improve health, encourage healthy
eating and raise awareness about food
security. This educational and proactive
approach to wellness inspired the creation of
the new community garden on the hospital
grounds.
The Garden space is currently being used
and cared for by multiple local organizations
and people of all ages, which is what
community gardens are all about! The
pavilion structure, an open space, a picnic
table and wooden benches provide seating
and areas to gather. The Garden is open at
all times, for anyone to use and enjoy. The
space can be used for educational
opportunities, formally or informally, to
learn about food production and food
sustainability. It also acts as an inviting
meeting space, perhaps enhancing and
aligning with a group’s focus or aims.
The Garden is entering its second year this
season and already providing edibles,
fragrances and beauty to be enjoyed by all
who visit. Beds of varying heights and styles
offer a range of accessibility. The raised beds
grow the majority of the annuals, but we’ve
also added some seasonal plantings to the
less developed in-ground beds for the time
being. The focus is primarily on easy to grow
crops and those that can be eaten out of
hand and harvested multiple times. The
perennial crops consist of fruits, herbs,
flowers and shrubs. These are meant to
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catch the eye, tickle the taste buds and
delight the nostrils…basically engage the
senses!
Our hope is that the Garden is a restorative,
regenerative and inspiring place for the
community. Gardens can remind us of our
connection to the Earth, of our reliance on
living, breathing spaces that nourish our
minds, bodies and souls! Various insects and
birds are finding habitats and food sources in
the Garden. We give thanks to the natural
world for contributing to the biodiversity of
the space, and the pollination and pest
controls they provide.

If you have not yet visited the Hospital
Garden please do! Throughout the season
we encourage light harvesting of what’s ripe
or ready for harvest; help yourself to some
herbs, veggies or fruits! Please be mindful
that others are also enjoying this local food
source and harvest without removing entire
plants. If you’d like to be involved with the
Garden, to use the space formally or for
more information, please contact Emily
Jenkins, the Hospital Garden Coordinator
eaj@uvic.ca.

Brooks Environmental Club – on Adapted
Activism, by Jordana Pangburn.
Schools closed down. Gatherings prohibited.
The pandemic completely halted our high
CAPR-icorn

school club’s ability to continue with projects
and weekly meetings. We took a month-long
hiatus from our duties before joining in on
the global Zoom phenomenon, which
unfortunately did not reap much success.
Low participation from students and a lack of
engagement were notable hallmarks of
these calls, even for our most invested club
members, and it was quite clear that the
situation would not be changing anytime
soon. So, like many other businesses and
organizations, we shifted our focus to social
media. Instagram in particular became the
venue for our adapted activism over the past
year.
On our account story (which is a post that
disappears after 24 hours) we held
environmental trivia games, opinion polls on
current issues, and reposted content from a
variety of social justice organizations as well
as promoted other school club events. We
also developed a few campaigns. Our first
was a Daily Core Routine in collaboration
with the Coast Mountain Academy, which
encouraged house-bound students to get
outside and connect with nature via the
three principles of gratitude, movement, and
silence. We held a photo contest for Earth
Day that drew in submissions of gardening,
vegetarian meals, garbage pick-ups, and
beach walks. However, our most successful
campaign had to be Walking Wednesdays the challenge was for individuals to tag the
club in a photo of a Wednesday walk
outdoors. Three winners were awarded with
gift cards to Thick, a local clothing company.
When school started back up for the fall, club
leaders were ecstatic to again provide
leadership for our awesome students in the
meaningful face-to-face format. But that
was only half of the club’s efforts. Social
media persisted to be a preferred tool,
invaluable to our work because of our target
audience: youth. Whether it be advertising
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our
initiatives
or
sharing
club
accomplishments, Instagram was, and
continues to be, our go-to method of
communication. Communicating with a
study body was difficult enough prior to the
pandemic, but cohorts and vetoed
assemblies multiplied that issue tenfold.
Events like the four garbage pick-ups we
conducted this year, a student favorite, were
extremely well attended because of the
effective social media advertising (which
included traditional techniques like paper
posters around campus and on the
televisions). The most entertaining clean-up
of the year took place for Earth Day and was
co-hosted by Volunteer Powell River who
helped finance snacks from Ecossentials and
Townsite Fruit and Veg for over 30
participants. With this amazing organization
we also co-hosted two Netflix documentary
virtual watch parties. Which is exactly what
it sounds like! Students were able to watch
environmental films from the comfort of
their own homes in sync with each other and
discuss the content in a chat room. Another
engaging project we completed was painting
inspirational signs for Earth Month that were
displayed along the highway.
You may be thinking these activities all
sound fun, but what about systemic change?
‘Charity’ approaches are perhaps more
entertaining for youth, but that did not stop
us from investing our energy into ‘justice’
based approaches. We have been
collaborating with school administration and
Let's Talk Trash to fulfill our dream of a more
efficient waste diversion and management
system at Brooks. By the end of this school
year,
we
will
have
eight
new
compartmented recycling units in use on
campus, which will include a compost
section to be collected by Sunshine Disposal!
It has been a huge win for us to see the yearlong process almost at completion. The club
CAPR-icorn

also successfully proposed to school
administration that the vending machines
should no longer contain plastic bottles,
which were abundantly supplied and are
now on track to be switched out for a slightly
lesser evil- aluminum cans and cartons.
Social media has been instrumental in
sharing these successes with the
community.
So, what is next for us? More social media of
course! Within the month, we will expand
our platform to include Twitter and
Facebook, so that the wider Powell River
community can keep up to date with our
initiatives and even provide input. The topics
discussed in this article capture a fraction of
our passions and accomplishments, so
please join Brooks Environmental Club
online to learn more about our adapted
environmental activism.
JP

The City of Powell River – A CONVERSATION
WITH ANASTASIA LUKYANOVA.
The Members of CAPR met by Zoom with
Anastasia Lukyanova, M.Eng., CEM,
Sustainability Planner, City of Powell River
on May 17, 2021. We had a lively and
interesting discussion, which at its heart
focused on how we can collaboratively move
forward on the climate action front.
We asked Ana for her perspective, as
Sustainability Planner for the City of Powell
River, on how to approach climate action in
general
Powell River is fortunate to have a
Sustainability Planner with such a depth and
breadth of perspective on climate action.
Ana believes that climate activists need to
focus on the benefits and practicality of the
changes that we are asking of folks. We all
are naturally averse to denying ourselves the
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many advantages that we enjoy in our
Western culture.
Climate activists need to focus on the
benefits and practicality of the
changes we are asking of folks.

AL
Ana shared an interesting anecdote
concerning her hometown where there were
no vehicles but thanks to the influence of
American media people now want to own a
car despite the fact that there is next to no
infrastructure to support car traffic or
parking.
A new climate action plan for Powell River?
With regard to a specific Climate Action Plan,
Ana believes that the [City] understands
what needs to be done and that focus should
be on implementation. A new plan has been
discussed, but the priority is toward a focus
on climate action initiatives. Unfortunately,
even though many people are concerned
about climate change, this concern does not
translate into big lifestyle changes unless
those lifestyle changes are practical and
doable.
Education is important, but with all
the education in the world, most
people will not radically alter their
lifestyle unless it's doable & practical
for them.

Active Transportation
Ana is most enthusiastic about Active
Transportation. One of her upcoming
projects is bicycle counting so that the [City]
has some sense of the number of persons
out using the bicycle lanes. Ana sees biking
and walking as ways to improve our sense of
community plus as an added advantage it
saves on gas and helps with our personal
well being. One of the areas being focused
on is creating a bicycle connection between
Townsite and Brooks High School and the
Westview area. In the next five years, she
would like to see more separation of drivers
from bikers and pedestrians. At this time,
many citizens do not feel safe with the
current bike lane situation.

How best can CAPR and the City collaborate
on our climate action initiatives?

AL
Many people who are deeply concerned
about climate change and even climate
change activists still drive a gasoline vehicle
for the majority of their trips and live in a
home heated by natural gas. If those people
are not making the switch, how do we expect
the majority of the population to do that?
Those folks already have all the facts,
education is not the missing piece for them.
We need our governments to make those
shifts easier, cheaper, and more practical so
they can do them. This is where our focus is.
CAPR-icorn

Education is important, but with all the
education in the world, most people will not
radically alter their lifestyle unless it's doable
and practical for them.

The public is welcome to present delegations
to Council or to the Climate Change
Mitigation and Adaptation Committee or to
attend the latter and ask questions at the
end of the meeting. The link to the meetings
is in the agenda, found on the City website:
https://powellriver.civicweb.net
We talked about collaboration, with CAPR’s
role focusing on communication. The [City]
isn't directly messaging to residents about
what people can be doing with respect to
climate action, so this is an important
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component that CAPR has taken on. Having
said that, the type of messaging is important;
countries that are doing better at reducing
emissions are doing it not because of their
messaging about climate action; it is because
they are making climate-friendly choices
easy and practical, choices that are available
to people and that improve their quality of
life.
For example, cycling in some cities saves
people time as compared to driving to get
from A to B, making cycling a popular choice.
On the other hand, if we look at public transit
in Powell River, using transit will take more
time than driving, and so it isn’t well used.
However, if we message about active
transportation as a recreation/health and
quality of life enhancer, which also reduces
emissions, there is likely to be more
participation.

other issues related to the climate
emergency, there are many issues being
addressed through carbon offset programs
that meet very high accountability
standards. So, we can use offsetting, in
addition to what we can do to mitigate our
own carbon footprints and to make a
positive contribution at the same time.
In a nutshell, the focus on good news stories
is paramount; new breakthroughs, better
prices on alternative energy, and
constructive, practical lifestyle choices that
are climate-friendly are our best way
forward.
AR

A similar thought pattern applies to food;
people seem to be motivated to change their
eating habits more in terms of improving
their health, and the emission reduction is a
bonus. Food security is a frequent topic at
the Climate Change Mitigation and
Adaptation Committee meetings.
In terms of housing, financial incentives
provided by government are an opportunity
to improve heating systems, reduce living
expenses and improve quality of life, and
again, emission reduction is a bonus.
For these three key areas that individuals
have the most opportunity of impact in
terms of climate action; transport, food and
housing – these are suggestions for the
approach. We also touched on using carbon
offsets as a positive message, which is
probably more aimed at climate activists but the suggestion is that CAPR could
provide information on offset programs. For
example, if people are concerned about
deforestation, food security, social justice, or
CAPR-icorn

www.enjoyscout.ca, your purveyors of sustainable
seafood.
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PROWLS - Powell River Orphaned Wildlife
Society
Let’s Talk Trash
Powell River Salmon Society
Brooks Secondary Environmental Club
Climate Action Powell River Society

A symbol of hope, love and a reminder…
Have you seen this symbol around the
community yet? Signs are popping up here
and there, on lawns, in windows, on
bumpers. This symbol signifies our caring
hearts for our planet, our home. It is a simple
reminder of our concern and willingness to
make positive change. Please join with us in
this sign campaign.
Ed
CAPR
Climate
Organizations

Action

Networking

This is where we are connecting for climate
education, information and action:
Local
Council of Canadians
Skookum Food Provisioners
Powell River Farmers Agricultural Institute
Powell River EV Network
Fridays for Future Powell River
Pesticide Free Powell River
qathet Old Growth
Tla'amin Nation Salmon Hatchery
Myrtle Creek Jr Stewards
Malaspina Land Conservancy Society
Malaspina Naturalists Society
Meatless Monday Powell River

CAPR-icorn

National
The Climate Emergency Unit - Seth Klein
The Climate Reality Project Canada
Climate Caucus
David Suzuki Foundation (DSF)
Future Ground Network (by DSF)
Climate Action Network Canada
Environment and Climate Change Canada’s
climatedata.ca
Geological Survey of Canada – Climate
Change Geoscience Program
Provincial/Regional
Sunshine Coast Climate Action Network
BC Forestry Reform - by Forest March BC
Forest Watch Vancouver Island
Climate Action Comox Valley
West Coast Climate Action Network
UnSpoiled Coast
BCIT Centre for Ecocities
International
350.org
www.co2.earth
Sierra Club
UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC)
Arctic Council’s Arctic Monitoring and
Assessment Program (AMAP)
WMO Global Cryosphere Watch
World Glacier Monitoring Service, wgms.ch
NASA
NOAA
One Earth
One Planet Network
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The Anatomy of Action.org
The Climate Institute
Our World in Data
UNDP – Oxford Peoples’ Climate Vote
The Elders.org

encourages us to discover what we can give
and asks,
Isn’t this the purpose of education to
learn the nature of our own gifts and
to use them for good in the world?

Please tell us where you are connected.

Reading, Watching
and Listening
BRAIDED SWEETGRASS, by Robin Wall
Kimmerer.
Braided Sweet Grass by Robin Wall
Kimmerer is an inspiring, heartfelt and
important book. It is also well written and a
good read. It asks of us and shows us a
whole new way of looking and being in the
world.
There is so much wisdom throughout it is
hard to know where to start, however, I will
start by sharing a litany of astounding
quotes. These will not do justice to the
wonderful stories that the author shares and
I recommend that you read the book
especially for the stories contained within.
As a western trained biologist and First
Nations woman, Kimmerer is able to bridge
both worlds and share the wisdom of both
although her message is certainly one that
we in the Western world must hear.
The book portrays our settler relationship to
the planet and how it this is failing us and
failing the planet. "For all of us becoming
indigenous to a place means living as if our
children's future mattered, to take care of
the land as if our lives, both material and
spiritual, depended on it." It is interesting
to me to know that we all once were
indigenous to some place in the world. She
CAPR-icorn

Her view of the world in which we "take only
what we need and let the rest go by so that
the fish (or you name it) will last forever" isso-the antithesis of our consumer world and
our incessant need to buy, and accumulate.
Even our view of land as a commodity, i.e.
something to be bought and sold, is in stark
contrast to the view in which "land was
everything, identity, connections to our
ancestors, the home of our non human
kinfolk, our pharmacy, our library, the source
of all that sustains us”. I think that the things
that we love, our children, swimming in
lakes, the trees, our beautiful plants and
healthy pesticide free vegetables, clean
water, would move us to want to take care
of them. Surely this is our responsibility?
As we know the "market economy has
spread like wildfire, with uneven results for
human well-being and devastation for the
natural world. It is a story we have told
ourselves. We are free to tell another”.
She continues, “Our consumption threatens
every dimension of our well-being" –
prophetic given the state of our covid world.
What is the remedy? What can we do? She
suggests that we can “listen, stand witness,
in order to create an openness to the world
in which boundaries between us can
dissolve".
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Let us all weep for the world we are
breaking apart so that we can love it
to wholeness again.

RWK
Review by Cynthia Barnes
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HOW TO AVOID A CLIMATE DISASTER (The
Solutions We Have and the Breakthroughs
We Need) by Bill Gates
What is Bill Gates trying to tell us in his new book
on climate change?
In general, that there is still a window of
opportunity, however small, to avoid the most
devastating effects, and that innovation in
technology is the key. However, he points to the
huge global inequity aspect to the problem. Lowincome nations are now and will be hardest hit
but have the least resources to cope with such
things as flooding and drought. And of course,
these are the same countries least responsible
for the emissions causing global warming. The
world needs to assist these locations by making
clean energy technology affordable and
available.
Gates sees climate change action as an economic
opportunity. “The countries that build great
zero-carbon companies and industries will be the
ones that lead the global economy in coming
decades”. He points to innovations in current
industrial processes such as carbon capture
during cement production. Nuclear power is also
included in the clean energy mix. (The jury is out
on that one.) Massive investment in research
and development (R&D) leading to innovation in
all sectors is touted as the magic formula.
The role of governments is critical in changing
priorities and policy development that
encourages research and development of clean
energy technologies, among other things.
Deforestation is portrayed as one area in which
government policy can directly respond to the
effects of climate change. He advocates “paying
countries to maintain their forests, and to
enforce rules that protect important areas”. The
continued incentivization of electric vehicle (EV)
purchasing, and the integration of climate
actions into all policy decisions are further
examples. Raising of fossil fuel prices to better
reflect their actual cost, considering
environmental damage and detrimental health
effects is another example of potential
government action.
CAPR-icorn

Gates pulls no punches in declaring that the
world’s entire population will have to change
mindsets and behaviour. Food production
systems currently in place produce about a third
of harmful global emissions, and must be redesigned to lower carbon models, meat
production in particular. He also suggests that
many of our current ‘habits’, including travel and
food waste, will have to change if we are to meet
climate change action goals.
A sense of urgency comes through loud and clear
in the book. He writes “even of the worst-case
scenario is 50 years away, we need to act now”.
Global youth are given the mantle of being the
driving force in combating climate change, but
he doesn’t discount the important role of all
people in demanding climate action.
He
emphasizes the importance of keeping the
conversation going and expanding, both in our
communities and in our own families. It is the
number of engaged individuals that will
ultimately make the difference. Additionally, it
is highlighted that “without global participation,
no one will be able to achieve net zero
emissions”. He also emphasizes that “advocates
need to keep their voices loud to hold all of us
accountable”.
Although there is little issue with the seriousness
and urgency presented in the book around
climate change, one is left with the impression
that Gates believes that capitalism is capable of
curing itself. Yes, the profit motive is very
powerful, and if Gates is right about the scale of
innovation that will take place, must take place,
there will be lots of profit to go around. But the
fundamental problem of profit motivation, is
that it tends to concentrate itself in the hands of
the few and also tends to become the end in
itself, as we have glaring examples of in this
century. As is evident currently, big business is
taking a highly-resistant-to-change stance in a
last ditch attempt to protect profits, not to
mention pretending to make changes when
really not. The walk and the talk don’t line
up! Sorry Bill…… 5/10
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We are currently reading these titles:

Strangely enough, a documentary aired next

THE CLOCK OF THE LONG NOW – TIME and
RESPONSIBILITY, by Stewart Brand
BAD MEDICINE; BAD JUDGEMENT; BAD
LAW, by John Riley
DEARLY (poems), by Margaret Atwood

… and listening to these folks:
CBC Ideas interviews Andri Snær Magnason:
“…vast paradigm shifts: they take a while for
everybody to notice”.

… and watching these films and vids:
DOWN TO EARTH – THE ASTRONAUT’S
PERSPECTIVE – commentary by William
Lytle-McGhee.
…there is a mental shift, we belong
to the Earth, not vice versa…

Recently, at one of our weekly CAPR Board
meetings, a member raised the question
“What inspires you?” I took this rather deep
question home with me and was surprised
how it persisted in my thoughts.
That evening I was watching some TV and
happened upon a NASA segment which
included that famous photo called
EARTHRISE, an image of the Earth taken from
the surface of the moon, which was in the
foreground. This photo is often touted as a
game changer, an image of the 20th century
that really gave humanity’s head a shake.
Looking back, I can safely say it did that to
me, and in that moment, I recognized a
major source of personal inspiration.
CAPR-icorn

on the NASA channel entitled DOWN TO
EARTH: The Astronaut’s Perspective (about
30 minutes and available on YOUTUBE). It
blew me away! Since then, I have watched it
numerous times. You will never see better
photos or video of this planet. As one
astronaut put it, “simply a work of art”.
The major premise of this documentary is
that “an astronaut’s experience of space
flight fundamentally changes their world
view”. As one put it “seeing the Earth from
that vantage point has a life changing effect
on most of us”. Another states “there is a
mental shift, we belong to the Earth, not vice
versa”.
One astronaut speculated that if every
human was able to see the Earth in this way,
the actual real big picture, it would have a
profound effect on what are many currently
destructive behaviours.
Other quotes include:
“Earth from space is almost overwhelming. It
is brain overload, both cerebral and
emotional.”
“The view of the whole thing moved me to
tears. The beauty was heart stopping, soul
pounding, breathtaking.”
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“When you see dust storms from Africa
blowing across the Atlantic Ocean to the
rainforest in South America, you see how
everything is connected, and you see the
immensity of power in Mother Nature.”

https://www.churchofengland.org/media-andnews/stories-and-features/childrens-choirsteals-hearts-and-packs-punch-bid-focusg7?fbclid=IwAR27opt

“You feel the connection, a sense of
community that unites us all. We are all in it
together.”

ab imo pectore

What struck me most was the comment “this
naked Earth exists in the deathly vacuum of
space”, alluding to how thin the atmosphere
really is, our only protection.
The
atmosphere is arguably our most precious
resource, protecting life from deadly
radiations. We breathe it, and it distributes
fresh water around the planet to support
life. It is critical.
Knowing this, how can we continue to allow
a relatively small group of humans, in
particular fossil fuel corporations and
investors, to put our entire existence at risk?
I know perhaps in the beginning of
industrialization the use of this concentrated
energy was largely innocent, but now it is
criminal given what our scientists are telling
us. We have a small window of time to turn
things around if we truly want to survive.
WL-M
Watch the video and get active:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DIkqs9
_FK28
ASKING THE G7 TO CARE – for more
inspiration listen as Leaders of the G7 are
being reminded to keep the poor and
marginalised at the top of their agenda via a
heart-warming – and witty – song at the
centre of an ambitious volunteer-led
initiative:
CAPR-icorn
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GENERATIONS
Adapted from The Clock of the Long Now Time and Responsibility by Stewart Brand.
When you've been through enough winters
you finally come to know and truly believe,
in the dark of the year, that spring will come
- just when you are no longer sure that you'll
be around for it. Unlike the young, for whom
each season is a world, the old can savour
the passing of the seasons, actually feel
them move through, charged with
poignancy.
The great problem with the future is that we
die there. This is why it is so hard to take the
future personally, especially the longer
future, because that world is suffused with
our absence. Its very life emphasizes our
helpless death. The power granted to
humans by foresight is enormous, but so is
the cost. We can plan only in the bitter
knowledge of personal extinction.
Foresight is not about determining the
destiny of our descendants; it's about
leaving them with a chance to determine a
destiny of their own.
MND
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our communities. This June 21, 2021 is the
national 25th anniversary celebrating the
heritage, diverse cultures and outstanding
achievements of First Nations, Inuit and
Metis peoples.
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Martin,
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Pangburn, and Arlette Raaen. The Editor for
this issue of CAPR-icorn is Cynthia Barnes
with assistance from Arlette, Bill and Mike.
Our Autumn Equinox issue is coming up fast.
Contribute letters, articles, news and
information items by September 1. Want to
place an advertisement? Click here to
Contribute !! climateactionpr@gmail.com
LESS IS MORE
Want to be a zombie?
Don't want to think?
Have a drink of soda
Pour gasoline down the sink.
Vote for an idiot
Buy 50 pairs of shoes
Clear cut trees
Get loaded on booze.
Stand by and watch 90 million refugees suffer
Burn gas fumes out your muffler
Plastic in the oceans
Shit in the seas
McDonalds for dinner
Mad cow disease.
Foul our nest
We are doing quite the good job
Breathing in Beijing
It is the children that we rob
Compete with our neighbours
Cut the lawn
Pesticide our future
GMO is god
There is a crisis looming
What will we do?
What will it look like? For me? or For you?

Summer Solstice 2021, Bill Lytle-McGhee photograph.

by Cynthia Barnes
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